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SPARE PARTS AND KOP KITS
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SPARE PARTS AND KOP KITS
OBL has a solution whether your pump needs quick, urgent maintenance or a full service repair.

REPAIR IT ONCE, REPAIR IT RIGHT !
Everithing in One Place !
All of the parts you need to get running again.

Reduce Frequency of Repairs !
Reliable replacement parts are guaranteed to last.

Increase Uptime !
Maximize your productivity with fewer repairs.

Save Time and Money !
Ordering and Repairs made easy.

M PUMPS

We make it easy for you to repair your pump with detailed
service videos that teach you how to maintain your OBL
pump right.
Follow the advice of our experienced team.

LEARN MORE AT WWW.OBLPUMPS.IT

R PUMPS
Pumphead WITHOUT gland nut
ORDERING PARTS KITS SAVES YOU MONEY
Ordering Parts Kits Over Individual Components:
- Reduces frequency of repairs
- Reduced downtime
- Reduces cost
- Increases uptime
- Improves parts availability
- Extends service life
OBL Genuine Parts keep your pump running at optimal levels.

Pumphead WITH gland nut

OBL has built a reputation for superior reliability by supplying
high-quality products carefully-designed.
However, even the best equipment requires a minimal amount
of preventative maintenance.
OBL offers KOPkits (Keep On Pumping kits) designed to
guard against unnecessary downtime and assure you the
highest level of efficient and uninterrupted service from
your OBL pumps.
Many pumps model you purchase has a unique KOPkit of
spare parts.

It contains all the parts needed to assure reliable operation.
There may be different levels of kits based on your pump
model.
A KOPkit is a troubleshooter’s best friend.
In the event of a breakdown, it will put you back in business
fast!
Preventative maintenance will insure continuous high
performance of your pump.
OBL assure the ready availability of all the spare parts of
the pumps.

Installation kit and KOP kits
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KOPKIT LIGHTS

KOPKIT LIGHTS

- O-RINGS
- VALVE SEAT
- CHECK VALVE (BALL)

- O-RINGS
- VALVE SEAT
- CHECK VALVE (BALL)

KOPKIT FULL

KOPKIT FULL

- KOPKIT LIGHTS
- DIAPHRAGM

- KOPKIT LIGHTS
- PLUNGER PACKING

oblpumps.it

Installation kit composed by following components:
- PP ball injection valve
- PP foot filter valve

- 2m 4x6mm PVC Crystal for suction pipeline
- 2m 4x6mm PE tube for delivery pipeline

oblpumps.it
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